
Lloyd Library & Museum News

In the Lloyd Library's Strategic Plan, Goal 1
under the pillar Impact is Bring Lloyd
Collections to Life, Informing Contemporary
Issues. This mandate drives many of our
activities. In the coming month, we'll look to
the past as a context for understanding the
timely issue of medical marijuana. At the same
time, we present merging fields of study in the
contemporary world stemming from our
collections, thanabotany and pharma-ecology.

Through the Rx Bottle Opening Reception

When: Friday, March 29, 5:30-8:30 p.m
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

Celebrate the opening of the Lloyd Library and
Museum's upcoming exhibition in collaboration
with The Cannabis Museum in Athens,
Ohio. Through the Rx Bottle: Medicinal
Cannabis, 1841-1937 traces the history of
medicinal cannabis through artifacts, especially
prescription bottles, alongside early medicinal

herbals, trade publications, and botanical illustrations from the Lloyd
Library's collection. Free and open to the public. Refreshments.

Radio Interview on Lloyd's Upcoming Exhibit

Lee Hay, host of Around
Cincinnati on WVXU, previews the
Lloyd's newest exhibition in a
conversation with our Executive
Director, Patricia Van Skaik. Listen in as
they talk about the exhibit and affiliated
programs in the event series.

Thanabotany: Cole Imperi Fellowship Lecture

http://www.lloydlibrary.org
https://lloydlibrary.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Press-Cannabis-2019-.pdf
https://www.wvxu.org/post/exhibit-symposium-medical-cannabis-coming-downtowns-lloyd-library-museum#stream/0
https://www.wvxu.org/post/exhibit-symposium-medical-cannabis-coming-downtowns-lloyd-library-museum#stream/0
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/thanabotany-cole-imperi-fellowship-lecture-tickets-56047813519
http://uclid.uc.edu/search~S8/?searchtype=i&searcharg=9781119312284


Join Cole Imperi, this year's C.G. Lloyd Fellow, for
an introduction to the concept of thanabotany, the
intersection of ethnobotany (the relationship
betwen plants and people) and thanatology (the
study of death and dying). Pioneered at the Lloyd
Library, thanabotany involves burial objects,
historical medical texts and the symbolism depicted
in ancient art. Free and open to the public. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m. Registration required.

New on the Shelf: Pharma-Ecology

One of the newest additions to the Lloyd's
collection is the updated edition of Pharma-
Ecology, which examines the effects of
pharmaceutical and personal care products on the
environment. With its multi-disciplinary approach,
this work will be of interest to readers looking to
keep up on the intersection of medicine, public
health, and ecology. 

View all of our upcoming events here
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